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Legal scholar John Robertson argues that parents, physicians, and nurses who fail to
give ordinary life-saving treatment to neonates are liable for several crimes, including
murder; Dennis Horan advocates vigorous enforcement of existing laws, which for
many reasons, usually are not brought to bear on these cases. Angela Holder asserts
that parents and doctors remain within the law when refusing to institute courses of
medical treatment with nohopeofsuccess. Just what legalconstraints should be placed
on the parents and physicians of newborn infants is a question on which a consensus
may never be reached. Robert Weir usually remains above the dispute, but here he
cannot help interjecting that although some regulation is needed, assigning thejob to
federal agencies is a bad idea; rigid guidelines could not replace highly personal
decision making under widely varying circumstances.
A key question among ethicists considering this problem is the definition of
personhood. Leading scholars place its beginning anywhere from conception to an
undefined length of time after birth; some use criteria such as consciousness,
self-awareness, rationality, and the ability to communicate. The implication is that
declaring a neonate to be not a person removes an important moral obstacle to allowing
it to die or, as some argue, to actively killing it. Each school of thought gives special
emphasis to other considerations, such as the needs ofparents or projections ofquality
of life. A few scholars argue that even euthanasia may be permissible in certain
situations.
In the final chapters, the author proposes what he considers to be the best approach
to the problem. He agrees that some anomalous infants are indeed better off left
untreated, and that consistent, reasonable selection criteria and decision-making
procedures can be established. He recommends selection criteria based on diagnostic
groups made public by hospitals. Weir also calls for a greater role for impartial NICU
committees in selecting defective infants for nontreatment, as well as a number of
procedural safeguards to ensure that the interests of infants are protected. Weir's
arguments are persuasive, but even the reader who disagrees with his conclusions will
be impressed by his careful research ofthe problem and his thoughtful analysis of the
issues involved.
ROBERT K. BROWN
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THE WOODS HOLE CANTATA. ESSAYS ON SCIENCE AND SOCIETY. By Gerald Weiss-
mann. New York, Raven Press, 1985. 230 pp. $16.50.
Unequivocally, Gerald Weissmann's The Woods Hole Cantata contains a brilliant
collection of surprising and insightful essays. The bottom line said at the top permits
the eager to read the actual essays instead ofabout them without being impolite.
Dr. Weissmann is Professor of Medicine at New York University Medical Center,
which includes Bellevue Hospital, a presence felt outright or subtly in many of these
essays. The eighteen essays appeared over the last eight years in HospitalPractice and
are billed as examining the interface between science and society or culture. The cynic
may impulsively wonder whether these are not the mere dabblings of a scientist who
thinks he can write. Be forewarned, cynic: Dr. Weissmann is a formidable intellectual
opponent.
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the essays rarely lose direction; the allusions proliferate, leaving the reader dumb-
founded in the maze. Fortunately, this occurs rarely. Much more often the allusions
are serviceable, and the path unwinds with striking beauty. One meets Auden, William
Carlos Williams, and Osler among others-even Paul Klee ifone pays attention. One
dines with Nobel laureates and tours the architectural and human landscape of
Bellevue. One discovers the similarity between the patient history and the novel.
Often a scientific event has ostensibly prompted the author to ponder larger issues,
such as the reproduction of the sea urchin leading to thoughts of human reproduction
and abortion; an essay develops into an eloquent support of the woman's freedom of
choice. The AIDS epidemic and its tremendous human and financial costs prompt a
discussion of society's neglect for the aged and poor, of a heat spell whose human toll
could have been prevented by a relatively small cost ofair conditioners. During Nobel
Week, a laureate honored for extraordinary achievement comes in touch with his
Jewishness for the first time in decades.
To state more would deprive the reader ofthe pleasure in discovering the sensitivity,
creativity, and insight of Weissmann. These are well-written essays indeed, richly
descriptive, with startling insights and gentle wit, sometimes craftily unleashed, as in a
discussion of abortion and viability: "Indeed, I have tended to agree with Talmudic
doctrine, which teaches that the human fetus becomes a viable creature only when it
graduates from medical school."
Perhaps the collection's greatest strength comes from its being the work not simply
ofan intellect, but ofa sensitive and honest human being. Enmeshed in this writing are
very serious issues: AIDS, the plight of the poor, the mentally unfit left out on the
streets, abortion, religious intolerance and fanaticism, the inherent possibilities in
science ofimmeasurable good and abominable evil, the Holocaust, and social Darwin-
ism. To his credit, Dr. Weissmann does not mince his words or hide behind convention.
Social Darwinism, applied in its extreme, was the tragedy of Nazi Germany. Even
Osler, with whom the essays end, is subject to criticism. Contrasting Osler's humanistic
education with his uncompassionate and narrow beliefs, Weissmann astutely argues
that one cannot make unfeeling and uncultivated medical students compassionate
physicians by throwing at them courses in medical ethics, medical sociology, and
medical humanities:
Perhaps we should feel uneasy when it is argued that we can change people for
the better by exposing them to strong doses of ethics, or humanities, or even
molecular biology. Did his well-formed phrases, his quotes from Plutarch, turn
Osler into a compassionate crusader or endow him with a social conscience?
Did his readings in Ovid transform him into an overt sensualist? Did his
excursions into late Roman philosophy prevent him from pointing out to his
house officers that there are three sexes, "men, women, and women physi-
cians"?
Osler had always argued that the physician must remain cold and imperturbable. To
this, Weissmann responds:
The passion of the physician may be the best part of what he has to offer his
patients and his society. When we repress the urging ofour passions in the hope
of realizing some vague ideal of the physician, we risk tripping the Oslerian
booby trap. Dylan Thomas may have gotten it right: rage, not aequanimitas,
ought to be the proper human response to disease and death.
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Once again entirely convincing, Weissmann's observations, keen and sensitive,
whether inspired by the sciences or not, are well worth listening to.
ANDREW COSTIN
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TOTAL PARENTERAL NUTRITION: INDICATIONS, UTILIZATION, COMPLICATIONS, AND
PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Edited by Emanuel Lebenthal. New York,
Raven Press, 1986. 514 pp. $94.00.
Despite the title of this multi-authored volume, the text deals almost exclusively
with the use ofparenteral nutrition in pediatric practice. More specifically, the content
emphasizes the neonatal period and the treatment of premature and critically ill
infants.
The book is divided into five sections, each of which discusses total parenteral
nutrition with respect to a specific area of scientific and clinical interest. These areas
include nutrient utilization; metabolism and body composition; techniques, monitor-
ing, and complications; indications and impact in infancy; and the relation to organ
systems and disease.
As with many multi-authored texts, there is some overlap between chapters,
particularly in the discussions of the history of parenteral nutrition and the composi-
tion ofinfusates. While mostofthechapters arecapable ofstanding on their own, there
are some subjects which were not completely covered where expected and are more
completely discussed in a less applicable chapter. For example, the issue of Vitamin A
deficiency due to formula instability is more completely discussed in the chapter on
pediatric cancer. This problem is compounded by the incompleteness of the subject
index, which decreases the value ofthe text as a reference tool. Each chapter contains
numerous references, but in at least two instances typographical errors lead the reader
to a reference other than the one cited. The writing styles are uneven, and a number of
authors lapse into the first person. Someofthechapters include protocols which are not
universally applicable, but which might serve as good "jumping-off points" for
nutrition support teams developing their own procedure manuals.
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THECITADELOFTHESENSES. By Macdonald Critchley. New York, Raven Press, 1986.
277 pp. $29.50.
Macdonald Critchley has assembled an articulate but rambling and not altogether
cohesive collection of essays in neurology. By the curious phrase "the citadel of the
senses" he refers to the olfactory system. He laments its "relative neglect by
scientists," not only for the central roleofthe sense ofsmell in the survival ofmammals
and othercreatures, but also for the potential that its study holds for understanding the
human nervous system. With a pronounced and entertaining historical bent, he
emphasizes the complexity ofodor sensation and underscores how profound our lack of